
CREDIT UNIONS:
LET’S CHAT

It’s All About Relationships 
with Your Customers 



Credit Unions have been life-long partners for many Americans,  
providing trusted financial services to a wide range of people,  
sometimes for generations. But if you work at a credit union and  
feel like it’s becoming increasingly difficult to attract and retain  
today’s customers, you’re not alone. 

We all know that technology can be used to forge new relationships and nurture current ones. 

But maybe you’re anxious about what you should be doing, how much it will cost, and how long 

it will take to implement.    

Maybe you find yourself longing for a simpler time.

It used to be that people signed up with a neighborhood bank or credit union with their first 

account, and stayed with them forever. People took out a car loan in person, chatted with a 

teller or rep over a desk, and bought their first home by working with a neighborhood branch.

Times have changed. Relationships have changed. 

Today, one in three young adults in the US are open to switching banks in the next 90 days.1

To succeed, you need to build new relationships with people – just like you always have, only 

using different methods. Technology is all about helping you form those connections with 

immediacy and convenience, resulting in happier, more loyal customers. 

Don’t long for the past. Prepare for the future. It’s happening now.

It’s as simple as having a little chat.

1 in 3
young adults in 
the US are open to 
switching banks in 
the next 90 days.



Give Your Customers What They Want When They Want It

Today’s customers expect immediate and personalized self-service, and text messaging has 

become the preferred method of communication for people all over the world, both young 

and old.

On average, Americans text twice as much 

as they call,2 which makes sense since 

texting is 10 times faster than phone calls.3

In fact, a recent survey revealed that 75% of new audiences would rather lose the ability to 

make calls on their phones than lose the ability to text.4

The takeaway: your customers want to be able to chat with your business.

The takeaway: your customers want to be able to chat with your business.
Millennials prefer self-service for issue resolution and avoid call 
centers whenever possible. They want to get service on their own 
time. If they’re forced to talk to a person, they will, but they’d 
rather avoid it.”
 — J.D. POWER

“

10x Texting is 
faster than 
phone calls



Customers will no longer wait to talk to a service representative; they’ll simply hang up 

and go elsewhere. As mobile banking becomes even more personal and continues to rise 

in popularity, it’s vital to provide your customers with the advice they need immediately. 

They’d like to discuss that new home or car they are planning to buy in a way they feel most 

comfortable communicating.

Chat provides the personal one-on-one interaction 

and immediacy that today’s credit union members 

want, but it does even more than that.  It lets you 

understand what your customers need and helps 

you provide the solution right away.

6 Billion
text messages are 
sent every day.5

It’s all about the customer. Credit unions are too focused on the 
tactical aspects of their business model, such as better loans, 
fees, and branch locations. As members continue to shift to using 
Fintech products and services, credit unions will need to update 
outdated legacy business model practices — and fast.”   
— SHANA RICHARDSON, CUInsight.com

“



With employees spending less time on the 

phone, they can multi-task during chat 

conversations, cut wait times and increase 

sales opportunities.

Unlike phone calls, chat can help your business gain valuable insights by providing an ongoing, 

real-time record of questions, concerns and complaints so you can proactively address issues 

and increase customer satisfaction.

Building Stronger Relationships – One Chat at a Time

Chatting with your customers cuts costs while increasing efficiencies. It also helps you 

understand what they want. Chat and texting have consistently demonstrated that they can 

save on both employee task time and phone expenses.6 Chat:

 › Reduces overall contact center costs by lowering average interaction costs.

 › Increases efficiency by allowing live chat representatives to handle multiple chats  

simultaneously, reducing the need to hire more representatives.

 › Enhances the customer experience journey.

60% faster issue 
resolution

Automated chats offer



But wait, there’s more!

You can automate your chats to handle the most mundane issues (“What time do you 

open?”) or to welcome customers and get some preliminary information before passing 

them on to a rep. You can even use after-hours auto chat services to make sure that your 

customers never feel ignored.

Automated chat supports your customer service team and frees them up to address more 

challenging issues, while also ensuring your customers are served immediately. 

Additionally, automated chat - our friendly neighborhood chat-bots - can deliver alerts 

and helpful data to the customer service front line, and give your credit union a unique 

opportunity to upsell to your members within the context of a conversation. It’s personal 

and it works!

Success lies in setting your organization apart with advanced 
onboarding functions like mobile-enabled digital processing and 
the ability to gain insights into real-time customer data.” 
— JIM MAROUS, Co-Publisher of The Financial Brand and Owner/ 
 Publisher of the Digital Banking Report  

“



Intelligent Chats Go a Long Way

Chat and automated chat driven by artificial intelligence let your customers know that you are 

always there for them and ready to listen. And that’s the key to any good relationship.

Our intelligent chat is a proven way to acquire new relationships and strengthen existing ones, 

gain real-time, actionable customer insights, provide better customer service, cut costs and 

increase efficiencies. 

Our intelligent chat services offer:

 › Zero wait time

 › 60% faster issue resolution

 › 50% increase in upselling

But don’t just take our word for it. 

Let’s chat about chat and how it helps you understand your 
customers. Contact us for a free demo today, and get ready 
for a better tomorrow. 

TOMOBOX.CO | INFO@TOMOBOX.CO

50% increase in 
upselling

Automated chats offer



1.  Viacom Media Networks –  

The Millennial Disruption Index 

2.  RingCentral

3.  Text Request

4.  Open Market

5.  CTIA 

6.  Kissmetrics

7.  Accenture

Sources: 

Try it for yourself. No long-term commitments.

Chat can be up and running in minutes with no big investment or complicated 

implementation. Just better service and happier customers. Fast. Friendly. Familiar.

We will provide you with:

 › Quick and easy onboarding for your website chats

 › An exciting way to leverage artificial intelligence to engage customers

 › A path to efficiency, acquisition and increased sales

About Tomobox 

Tomobox is a Florida-based startup, backed by 
Nielsen Ventures, pioneering customer engagement 
platforms that are driven by artificial intelligence 
and smart automated agents. Tomobox provides  
financial institutions with actionable insights and 
chat-based, intelligent, personal customer service.

522 N. Howard Ave. Tampa, FL 33606    //    (813) 489-9435


